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Introduction 

The propagation ratio of transmi8sion lineE is generally calculatcd on the 
ha:,is of the Keh'in Telegraph Equations, which are equations for the voltage 
and current of the tran8mis::,ion line. The Keh-in Telegraph Equations can aho 
be ohtained on the hasis of KIRCHHOFP'S equations written for a sectioll of the 
clifferentiallength of the tram·mission line, as well as directly from lVlaxil-ell's 
cquations. In neither of thcse methods is the axial clisplac('ment current in 
the dielectric taken into considcration, arising in the ca:3e of a lossy lead. 
Tral1:3mission lines -were examined on the hasis of the electromagnetic field 
hy l'vIie [1]. i),fie has solved the prohlem of t"\\'o leads haying an identienl 
eross-section and material in the hipolar coordinate system. 

In the following the calculation of transmis;;:ion lines on the hasis of the 
electromagnetic field, hut differing from that of jl.ii,e, will he presented, where 
known rentlts arc ohtained from the houndary conditions written for the electro
magnetic field. On the other hand the limitations of known methods of calcu
lation \I-ill he pointed out. In thi;;: theory the axial di:3placement current is also 
taken into consideration and thc examination of system;;: consi;;:ting of leach 
ha"l-ing a different cross-section or material, or of multileads sy;;:tems is similarly 
possihle. In theory yoltagc;;: and current:;: ha\'e a role only as quantities exciting 
the field. Consequently reflexiol1s can he calculated with this method only 
indirectly. The electromagnetic field of the transmission line i;;: huilt on the 
theory taken from the Sommerfeld surface "ImYes. 

The Sommel'feld srn-face wave 

The SOIllmerfeld surface wave is the cylindrically symmetrical electro
magnetic field of current I flo,~ing in a cylindrical lead of finite specific 
conductiYity [2], [3]. The equation descrihing the electromagnetic field can he 
ohtained hy determining a solution of Maxwell's equations in cylindrical 
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eoonlilHlte~, "'ith :,uch a cylindrically symmetrical Tm mode, h~- which the 
tinw yariaJJle is ~illll,:oidal and ill which a trayelling wayc of propagation ratio 

i' is descrihed in the axial direction. i.t'. in the direction of tht' coordinate ::. 
TIlt' ':0 obtained 501ntion i,: 

E,=C (1 \ 

Hq Zl (gr) C Zl (gr) I'j""-: 
er er 
I:: /:) 

H_ 1-I- 0 
and 

... ,1 a:.! UfO I ,lICi: g'!. - /,:'2 
I:: 

,\'here e dt'note~ the permittiyity of the dielectric mediul1l ~urr()undin~ tlw 

lead, a it~ specific eondnetiyity. c'!: a ') j -- tllt' 
evc , 

compl!'x jlermittiyity 

containing the "pecific conduc-tiyity too. anrl ,u the permeability. Z(I(x) and 
Zly) are the zero ordn and firi't order cylindrical fUllction~, r('~pecti\"ely, the 

501utions of Bessel"" differential equations of the zero and firH order. 

Equations (1) and (2) should he written separately for in"ide the lead 
and for the field outsidc the lead, while the propagation ratio :' is identical 
in hoth parts of the space. Equation:- written for in~iclc the lead are (liscussed 

in detail in the literature Oil skin effcct [3]. Com:equently thi" suhject will not 
he discussed here in detaiL only ,-onl(' reEults will he made me uf. On writing 

thc quotient of thc t"ngential compDncnts of the electric and magnetic field 

strength (E'F and Ho respeeti,-dy) for tl1<' ~urface of the lead. Oll the hasis of 
the fipld iIlf,ide the lead. we find that 

Here 

L .!lJ.ilJaL 
a" J 1 (pa) 

j (!),u a" 

(3) 

(-1) 

In cquation (3), J,Jx) and J 1(x) dtOllote BESSEL',- functions of the first kind. 

and first order of the zero respeetiyely, Un ,11" and a the i'lwcific eonduetiyity 
permeahility and radim of the lead, respectively. The expression for p~ as giyen 
ill equation (4) is yalicl if the displaepl1lPl1t eurrent in the lead can he negleeted 

in comparison with the condnetioll current. This condition is yalid with good 
approximation in the ease of the u;-.:ual lead material::: ('yen at a frequency of 

s('\'era1109 Hz. The Hf yalue arising at the surface of the lead can be expressed 



hy the current ill the lead, on employing thl' excitatiun law. a;; 

H =_1_ 
<; 2:ra 

(51 

r=a 

Equation (5) is naturally correct. if He i", \lTitten either from the equation" 
yalid imide the lead, or ont,:ide of it. rpon substituting (5) in (4) 'we find that 

E_ I 2:rap Jo(pa) -1(R .. L' -I Z 
--- - t;, ,- 1 UJ .. ) - '. 

(Jv Ji(pa) , '. 0 0 
(6) 

The im:ide impedallce Z" of the lead on taking the ~kin effect into account. 
relating to the unit length of the lead i" defined by the relatiomhip (6), The rt:al 
part of this is the internal rt:sistanef' of tl1[' It'ad R b• the imaginary part is the 

internal rf'aetanee. whilp La dpllotp:- tilt' internal induction eoefficient. Thesl' 

"-8.lues are inrlqwnrl(,]lt of tIlt' prrJpagatioll ratio ;. as IOllg as (4) is ..-alid. For the 
llumerical determinatiun of Zb an ea,.:it:, nHU1agt'abk formula ean he deduced 
on the hasis of (6). 

Formula (6) ha~ been \\Titten OH the kl"i" of the field inside tlH' lead. 
Thf' tangential COmpOI1t'nts of E antI H ; Eo. If.,) are continuous on the surface 

of the lead. Consequ('ntly tht' quotient H., i" :-imilarly continuou:,. It folIo\\':3 

from thi~ that Eo <1;': \nittcn in equation (6) can he made equal \\'ith thE' "aIne 
Eo as calculated from tlw field out:,;ide the lead at tlw point r = o. In the later 
eou1':-e of the calculation. the field in~ide tIw lead or lead" i~ taken into aceonnt 

ju"t heeau:,c of the relation"hip bet\n't'l1 tht, "nIne Eo ari"illg at the :-,urface of 
the lead awl the CUn-Pllt I in the lead. a" gin'll by equation (6). In tht· ea':'e 

of :3eycralleat1" tht' a""ulllption ii' that tIlt' ,·Iectrt,u:agnetie field inside the lead 

is di:-torted only to a Ilegligihle extcnt hy tlw field of thc neighlJOuring lead". 
Out.side the kart the boundary condition fur the infinitely large radiu:" 

car; he satisfied if 
(7) 

I111 g > 0 

",here H~l)(x) delloLes Hanker" function of the Il-urder and of the first kind. 
The eOll5tant C fi;.:uring in (1) can ]w ('xprf'ssed hy the current I of the lead. 
'when using (S) and (7). 

1 

jWEjc 2:ra HP) (ga) 
(8) 

Let u:, \I'rite equation (6) taking (1), (7) and (8) into eomideratioll. 

1 
(9) 

2:ra 
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(9) is a transcendent equation for {5, from \I-hi ch the propagation ratio ~' can 
be obtained on the basis of (2), when determining g2. 

In practical cases g is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the 
phase factor of the plane wave propagating in the given medium. Thus, if a ~ l 

(h 
. a 

were J. denotes the 'wavelength of the plane wave), then ga < -;:- ~ 1. Con
A 

scqucntly HA:'iKEL'S functions can he approached hy their approximatin· small 
argument expressions. 

9 . 
H&I) (x)?o: ~ In (-mjx) 
x-;.i) :r 

111 = 0,890536 ... (10) 

!!P) (x) ~~ . 
. ,~U 

2j 

:rx 

By approximating (10), relation (9) is simplified. 

--.::::.-~ln mj ga) (11) 

The conduction cunent of the lead of the SOlllmerfcld wave is closed off bv 
the displacement current outside the lead. 

The electromagnetic field of Lecher's lead 

Lecher's lead consists of a pair of cylilldricaIleach, which have identical 
radius and are made of the same material (Fig. 1). The radius of the leads 
is designated by £l, the di;;tallee hetween the axes by d. The current I flowing 
in one of the leads returns through the other. The resultant field is produced 
as the superposition of the fields of the two lead;;, ·with the assumption that 
the distribution of current density in one of the leads is influenced only to 
a negligible degree by the field of the other lead. This is the case if d ~ a. 

On the basis of the aforesaid, the value of E z at the point P being at 
distances fl and TZ from the two leads, is on considering formulae (1), (7) and (8), 

Ez=I 
jOJCk 

Let us write equation (6) for the surface of the lead designated by 1, on the 
hasis of (12). fl = a, r2 ",""d. 

a 
E z = IZb = Cl 

jOJck 
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where Zn denotes as a definition the exact yalue of the self-impedance of the 
lead designated by " and its approximatiye value, on the basis of (10), lS 

found to be 

( 14) 

On clefining the expression for the mutual impedance Z12 is similarly, 

H(l) (ad) 
Z12 - 0 ~ ?8 In (-mjad) (15) 

jws,{ 2:;ca2H~1) (ga 2) jwsk 2:;c ~ 

Zll and Z12 denote the impedances per unit length of the lead. We haye ,v-ritten 
in formula (15) the subscript 2 below radius a, taking into consideration that 

Fig. 1 

this is the guiding radius of the lead designated by 2. The approximative 
expression for Z12 can be employed, if d ~ I.. 

On the basis of (14-) and (15), on substituting the approximatin 
expressions for Zll and Z12 into formula (13), we find that 

d 
Zl" = --'---In 

- jws,,2:;c 
( 16) 

a 

On the basis of (16) g2 can be determined and thus we obtain y2 from 
relationship (2). As a consequence of the symmetry of the leads, when writing 
equation (13) for the lead designated by 2, we again obtain (16) (Z12 = ZZl)' 

With the self-impedance defined in (14-), the relationship corresponding 
to formulae (9) and (11) ,v-ritten for the Sommerfeld lead, is found to be 

(17 

The reciprocal yalue of the multiplier of g2/2 figuring in formula (16) can 
be expressed by capacity C between the leads and by the conductance 

j OJSk 7[ 

d 
In -

a 

. s:;c . a::r . C G 
]OJ--

d
---;- =](1) + 

I n In 
(18) 

a a 
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On expressing g2 from (16) and taking formulae (5) and (7) into considera
tion. \H~ obtain 

C) 

The external inductiyity of the two leads is giyen by 

Lr:= In d 
:T a 

(19) 

(20) 

The expression for /;2 figuring in formula (2) can he written according 
to (18) and (20) in the form 

(21 ) 

Substituting (19) and (21) into formula (2) the yalue of :,2 can be cleterm-

inecl. 
(22J 

Relationship (22) is identical \,-ith the cxprcs"ion for ;' as determined 
\I-ith the help of the Kelvin Telegraph Eqnations, The electromagnetic field 
of Lecher's transmission line is essentialh- the sum of two identical Sommerfelcl 
surface waves advancing in opposite directions to each other, Consequently 
in the case of Lecher';; transmission line the total displacement current flowing 
in the dielectric medium in the axial direction is zero. Thus, by neglecting of 
displacement current, as was done during the calculation on the basis of the 
Kelvin Telegraph Equations, it supplies by a certain approximation a correct 
result. The accuracy of the approximation depends on the accuracy of appro
ximating the Hankel functions figuring in formulae (14) and (15) by the 
expressions giyen in (10). If we want to write for ~/ an equation more accu· 
rate than that giycn in (19), we should approximate Hoe) (gd) figuring in 
(13) more accurately than by formula (10). The more accurate approximation, 

on considering the follo\\ing term too, is given by 

? ( !!J) (x) = ~ 1 X2) In (_ mjx) 
4 

Considering (23), we obtain from (13) that 

2 (Rb + jwLb) (jwC + C) = g2 1 - d 

[ 

g2d2 

4In
a 

In (- n<jgd)] 

(23) 

(24) 

Relationship (24) is a transcendent equation for p}. Solving this and 
substituting the solution into (2) we obtain an expression for ;;2 more accurate
than that given in (22). 
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Two-lead transmission line of asymmetric anangement 

Let us now examine the case when the equality of the radii or of the 
specific conductiyity of the two leads is not set as a coudition. 

We shall later see that it cannot be presumed in general that the current 
in the two leach differs only in the sign. The Sommerfeld surface wayI' lead 
is the example that thc conductancc current of the leads is dosed outside the 
lead hy a displacement current. Thus, the equation of continuity is not injured 
eyen if the total current of the leads at a giyen cross-section is not zero. 

In the follGwings our calculations will be limited to that case when the 
approximation (10) is yalid for the Hankel functions. The characteristics of 
the two leads will lw designated by the subscripts 1 and 2 respectiyely. 

On writing the, alue of E: for the surface of the lead, similarly to for
mulae (12) and (13), hy considering what 'was mentioned in connection with 

equation (6), we find that 

(25) 

where 11 and 12 designate the current in the leads, Zbl and Zb2 the intern a 
impedance of the leads, Zll, Z12 and Z12' Z~l the self and mutual impedances 
as defined hy equations (14-) and (15). Taking the approximation (10) of the 

Hankel functions into consideration, so Z21 = ZlZ. Assuming that 12 = II' 
we generally obtain two different yalues for g~, i.e. the two equations are contra
dictory. If only the equation ohtained from the difference of the two equations 
is satisfied, then it can already be assumed that 12 = -11" The equation 
obtained in this way is, on considering (14) and (15), 

(26) 

where (11' l!z denote the radii of the respective leads and a the distance between 
their axes. The reciprocal yalue of the multiplier of g2 as figming in (26), 

similarly to (18), is 
n 

-"---,,=-- = jwC + G (27) 
In----;:===_ 

Expressing )'2 from equations (2), (21), (26) and (27), we find that 

(28} 

Formula (28) can be obtained from the Kelvin Telegraph Equations. This 
means that in the case of asymmetric leads the solution supplied by the 
Kelvin Telegraph Equations contains an approximation, since the two equations 
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given under (25) are not individually :3atio;;fied, only the difference hetween 
the two. 

(25) is a homogeneous linear system of equations for J1 and J2• This has 
a solution different from the triYial one, if 

(29) 

(29) is a transcendent equation for g2. In the case of Lecher's tran8mission line 

Zbl Zb2 = Zb, Zll = Z22' thu8 

Zn - Zb = : Z12 

By putting the positive sign at the right side of the equation we obtain 
(16). For the interpretation of the solution valid for the case of a negative 
sign we shall return later. 

By suhstituting (29) into some of the E'quatiom giYE'n undE'r (25) WE' 

obtain the ratio uf the two currents. 

Z22 - Zb2 

Zll - ZiJl 

In the case of Lecher' s transmission line 

12 

(31) 

( 32) 

By using the upper sign we find that 11 = -12, This i5 just the case 
cli:3cussed in the previous chapter. 

By taking the lower sign 11 = 12, In this case the pair of leads transmits 
a Sommerfeld surface waye hy essentially forming a single lead. Different 
propagation ratios helong to the two current ratios. 

If the leads are asymmetric, then we obtain two different current ratios 
again hy taking the two different :::igm ill (31), but the magnitude ofthc currents 

is generally not eCIual. By taking the upper 5ign, as in the case of Lecher's 
tran:3mission line 11 = -12' the examined mode "will he called the L-mode, 
while the mode corresponding to the lower :3ign is called the S-mode. 

The g2 yalues pertaining to both the Land S-mode can be determined 
from (30) (g~, g~). Substituting these values into (2), the two (2 values can 
be obtained. 

.) 
a
e 

y~ = k2 + g~ 
Naturally different Zll' Z22' Z12 values belong to different g2 values. 

From these the ratio of the currents can be determined for the two modes. 

~:: = -1 34) 
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On the basis of formula (34), the equations of the waves expanding in 
direction z are given by 

i
l 

(z, t) = IlL e-:'LZ-c-j,ot + lIS e-:',z+jrut 

; (- t) = I ,I e-YL+jwf ..L I A e-y,z-'cjwt 
"2 ~, IL--:1L '1s- s 

(36) 

The degree of the establishment of the Land S-mode III a given case 
depends Oll the kind of excitation. If the transmission line is excited from its 
voltage sources and it is not specified that the currents in the two leads at 
the fceding point should be equal whereby the problem "would become redun
dant, then only the L-mode comes into existence. If only one of the leads is 
excited by a current generator, while no excitatioll is acting on the other lead, 
then only the S-mode comes into existence. If, in turn, both leads are excited 
by a current generator and the values of currents flowing in the leads at a 
given place are specified as 11 and 12, then generally the Land S-modes jointly 
Come into existence. Let the given place be z = O. Then in view of formula (36), 

12 = IlL AL -+ IlsAs 

From formula (37) we obtain 

IlL = -=--'----'=-

As-AL 

In the matrix equations (37) and (38) 

I = All 11 = A-I I 
where 

and 

Multi-lead systems 

(37) 

( 38) 

(39) 

40 

(41) 

In the case of multi-lead systems the value E z can be ""w~itten for the 
surface of each lead as the sum of the Ez values produced by all the leads, 
that is equal to the current in the lead multiplied by the internal impedance 
of the lead (similarly to equation (25). If the number of leads is designated 
by n, the equation which can be "written for the k-th lead is given by 

Ik Zbk = 11 Zlk 12 Z2k +, , . + I" Zkk + ... + I., Z"" (42) 

4 Periodica Polytechnica El, VIII/3. 
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The equations written for the surface of each lead supply a homogeneous ;;ystem 
of equatiuns for the h values, consisting of 11 equations. This sYstem has a 
solution different from the trivial one if 

Zll - Zbl Z12 Zll1 

D= Z21 Z22 - Zb2 ZZI1 - 0 (43) 

Zra Zn2 .. Znn - Zlr! 

where Zb" denotes the internal impedance of the leads as calculated hyequation 
(6), Z"" the self-impedance defined by equation (14) for the k-th lead, while 
Z"j the mutual impedance hetween the k-th and j-th leads as determined 
with the aid of (15), 

(44) 

where d"j denotes the distance between the axes of the k-th and j-th leach o 

The gZ values can he detcrmined from (4.3). Thc numerical calculation is 
cumhersome sincc (43) i5 a transcendent equation. The equation generally
has n roots. Thus, wc gcnerally obtain 11 values for ;,2 too. This means that in 
a system consisting of 11 leads generally 11 mocIes come into existence, all having 
different expanding ratios. A determined current ratio helongs to every mode. 
Let the Greek letters a, /3, .. . ,v designate the different modes. The current 
ratios pertaining to the k-th mode can he determined from the expression 
D" arising in the case of the k-th mode for D. The quotient of the currents 
of the I-th and k-th leads is the quotient of the minor pertaining to the I-th 
and k-th elements in the last row of Db 

(45} 

This means that in the case of a gin:n mocIe, by prescribing the value 
of some of the leads, in the present case that of the lead designated by L all 
the other currents have a determined value. 

Equation (39) can be generalized for thc case of seyeralleads. The currenti' 
of the il1diyidual leads can he summarized in column matrix I in the case of 
a given yalne ::so Similarly the currents pertaining to different modes of the 
lead designated hy 1 this can he summarized in a column matrix 11 , From A 
a square matrix can he formed 

r

l 1 ... 1 

_4 = A 2a. A 2fJ • •• A 2v 

Ana Anp· . . AI1!'_ 

(46; 
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The correlation between I and 11 is given bv 

(47) 

In the case of a given I the values of 11 belonging to the various modes 
can be determined 'with the help of (47). These are all expanding with different 
~' expansion ratios. Consequently thc ratio of the current::: in the leads depends 
on the z coordinate. At a given place z, the i(z) values can he determined 
on the hasis of (47) from the i1(Z) valu('s. 

(48) 

The case of multiple roots, ideal leads 

Our con:::iderations so far were concerned with the ca;.;e when equation 
(3) has n pieces of different roots. If the equation has identical roots, the 
numher of expansion ratios i5 le:"", than 71. At the mode helonging to a double 
root, the value of the currf>nt in the given lead does not determine the other 
current::: on the basis of (4,5). On this occa;.;ion the given mode is po:::sihle in 
the ca:::e of as many arbitrarily eh05en current value::: a::: the n1.11nJ)er specifying 
the multiplicity of the root indicates. Actual current values are determined 
by the excitations. The case of the mdtiple roots will however not he discllssf>d 
in detail, only a special case, the eondition:3 of the idealleacl 'will he examined. 

In the case of ideal leach the internal impedance Zb is zcro. The Sommer

f'eld ~urface wave does not come into exi;.;tence in this case. Consequently 
the conditions of ideal leads can only he di:::cnssed a~, limit ca;.;c:". 

In the case of Zb = 0 and of Lecher';;; lead we ohtain for g~ zero from (19). 
In the general case g2 ='':; 0 is also a ;;;olutiol1 of (L13) '\\'here 0 is an n-f .. lc1 root. 
By suhstituting the value g2 = 0 into equatiun (21) wc ohtain for the expan,~ion 
ratio that 

Y= (49) 

In the case of an ideal lead the expansion ratio is identical "\',-ith that 
occurring in the given dielectric medium for plane wayes. In the dielectric 
medium no displacement current flows in the axial direction, consequently 
the total current of the leach should supply zero in a given cross-section. Actually 
arising current values are determined hv the excitation. 

4,* 
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Approximative calculation of pairs of leads 

The numerical solution of equation (43) is cumbersome. If several parallel 
pairs of Lecher's leads are arranged in the space, a simpler not transcendent 
equation can be deduced from (43) with the same approximation as in the ease 
of asymmetric pairs of leads in equation (26) an approximation in comparison 
with (25) and (29) respectively. 

Even when the indiYidual pairs of leads are of symmetrical arrangement, 
even in that case, the electric conditions will be asymmetric depending on the 
arrangement of the other pairs of leads. Let us first examine a system consisting 

Fig. 2 

of two pairs ofleads (Fig. 2). The currents in the first pair ofleads are designated 

by 1110 112, while in the second pair by 121' [22' Radii all' a22 , distances 1'11' 1'22' 

b1, b2, d1, d2 are indicated in Fig. 2. 
Let us ,\'Tite the equation (42) for the E z values arising at the surface 

of the individual leads, by considering (14) and (44). 

In the follo"'\\ing the approximation will be employed, in which III = 

= -112 = 11 and 121 =-122 = 1 2, In this case the 1st and 2nd equations 
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given under (50), and similarly the 3rd and 4th equations, generally become 
contradictory. As to avoid contradictions in the employed equations, all the 
four equations under (50) will not he satisfied separately. On deducing the 
1st and 2nd equation, and the 3rd and 4th equation under (50) one from the 
other, we obtain two equations. The satisfaction of these two will not be 
contradictory with the above approximation. 

a 2 

[ 11 1n I r?? ] 11 2Zb1 = CJ 
2 In -==-

jwck :;r an a 22 

(51} 

a 2 

[111n --L I I r 22 ] 12 2Zb2 = CJ 

jwck :;r 
J :2 n 

aI2 U 22 

'where 

(52) 

By generalizing formula (51) for a system consisting of n pairs of leads, the 
equation written for the k-th pair of leads is given by 

where 

Writing equation (53) in the form of a matrix equation, 

1= l)J 
In~ 

all 

In 
J1= UZl 

In 

In 
U 12 

In 
U,22 

In 

r

ZblO 
... 0 1 o Zh2 ... 0 

. . .. . 

o 0 .. . Zbll 

In 
a lll 

In r 2n 

a2n 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(54) is a homogeneous linear "ystem of equations for the I yalues. This has a 
s Jlution differing from the triyial one, if the yalue of the determinant formed 
from the coefficients of the equations is zero, i.e. 

a 2 

CJ JI-Zb =0. 
jwck :;r 

(56) 
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Equation (.56), contrary to (43), is not a transcendent algebraic eqnation 
of n-order for g~. The equation generally supplies 1l pieees of roots, That is to 
say, by the approximation described here the number oh'oots has been reduced 
from 2n to n. On the basis of (2), to each root of g2 a ('2 value and a mode 
pertains. Similarly as in the case of relationship (4.7), given currents can be 
decomposed in accordance "with their mode and thus the expansion of the 
waves ean be ealculated. 

As we shall sho'w in a paper to he puhlished later, equation (56) can be 
deduced from the Telegraph Equations generalized for systems of leads, just 
the same as equation (26) can he dedueed from the Telegraph Equations. The 
deduction from the Telegraph Equations has the advantage compared to the 
calculation method presented here, that there the yoltages are also figuring. 
Thus if volt ages at the heginning of the transmission line are given, further 
if we want to calculate the reflexion of transmission lines, the calculation on 

the hasis of the Telegraph Equations is more adyisable. The deduction of 
equation (56), howevp1', has sho'wll the degree of approximation when using 
the calculation based Oll the Telegraph Equations instead of the previously 
discussed more precise calculation. 

Summary 

The theory of transmission lines consisting of cylindrical leads can be discussed on the 
basis of the electromagnetic field, as the superposition of the Sommerfeld surfaces waves of 
the individual leads. In the case of Lecher's pair leads of, if the radius and the distance of the 
leads are negligible in comparison 'with the wavelength, the approximative expression for the 
expansion ratio is identical with the result obtained from the telegraph equations. In the 
course of calculations performed with the help of the Kelvin Telegraph Equations the axia 
displacement current in the dielectric medium is neglected. In the case of leads of different 
radii or materials, if the axial displacement currents are taken into consideration, it becomes 
evident that the currents in the leads are generally not identical. In the case of a multi-lead 
system the number of modes ,,,1th different propagation ratios pertaining to waves expanding 
either in the positive or negative direction is identical ,,1th the number of the leads. At each 
mode the ratio of the currents in the leads is a determined value. Accordingly in the case of 
given currents, when calculating a system of leads, currents should be decomposed to modes 
and if necessary, at a given place, modes should be composed. In the case of ideal leads values 
of different expansion ratios coincide and are identical with the expansion ratio arising in 
the case of a plane wave in the dielectric medium. 

The described method has two difficulties in the course of practical calculations. One 
is that transcendent equations are to be solved by numerical calculations. The other is that 
voltages are not figuring directly in the equations, consequently the calculation of the reflexion, 
the input impedance in the case of a given termination is cumbersome. 
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